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The structural properties of glassy diboron trioxide, g-B2 O3 , are investigated from ambient to high pressure conditions
using two types of atomic force-field models that account for many-body effects. These models are parameterized
by a dipole- and force-fitting procedure of reference data sets created via first-principles calculations on a series of
configurations. The predictions of the models are tested against experimental data, where particular attention is paid
to the structural transitions in g-B2 O3 that involve changes to both the short- and medium-range order. The models
outperform those previously devised, where improvement originates from the incorporation of two key physical ingredients, namely (i) the polarizability of the oxide ion and (ii) the ability of an oxide ion to change both size and shape
in response to its coordination environment. The results highlight the importance of many-body effects for accurately
modelling this challenging system.
PACS numbers: 61.45.Fs, 62.50.-p, 64.70.kj
I.

INTRODUCTION

Diboron trioxide, B2 O3 , is an atypical network-forming
system that shows, despite its chemical simplicity, a variety of
structural motifs in both its crystalline and glassy phases (see
Fig. 1 and, e.g., Ref. 1 for a review). Two crystalline polymorphs have so far been reported from experiment. The structure of B2 O3 -I is based on a network of corner-sharing BO3
triangular units,2 where all of the boron atoms are three-fold
coordinated (B3 ), whereas the structure of B2 O3 -II is based on
a network of corner-sharing BO4 tetrahedral units,3 where all
of the boron atoms are four-fold coordinated (B4 ). The crystallization of these polymorphs from the melt requires the application of pressure, typically above 0.4 and 2.0 GPa for the
formation of B2 O3 -I and B2 O3 -II, respectively.4 The crystal
structures have mass densities of ρ ' 2.56 g cm−3 (B2 O3 -I)
and ρ ' 3.11 g cm−3 (B2 O3 -II). In comparison, the glassy
phase, g-B2 O3 , has a much smaller density ρ ' 1.8 g cm−3
under ambient conditions. Here, the glass structure is dominated by boroxol rings,5 which are superstructural units of
planar rings constructed from three BO3 units (Fig. 1c). These
rings stabilize low-density boron oxide networks, not only in
g-B2 O3 but also in several predicted crystalline phases6–9 (see
Ref. 10 for a review). Thus, rich structural complexity is expected for g-B2 O3 as the pressure (or density) is changed.
This expectation is confirmed by experimental investigations
of the pressurised glass. A dissolution of boroxol rings is observed at low density as the rings are broken into a network
of BO3 motifs.11–13 At higher density, there is a more abrupt
transformation into a network of BO4 motifs.12–15 The B2 O3
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FIG. 1. Structural units found in B2 O3 network structures, where
the B and O atoms are represented by pink and red spheres, respectively. a) Three-fold coordinated boron atom (B3 ); b) four-fold coordinated boron atom (B4 ); c) B3 O9/2 boroxol group containing a
six-membered B3 O3 boroxol ring.

system therefore provides an excellent test bed for assessing
the key physical ingredients that are necessary to obtain realistic structural models of borate glasses from computer simulations.
In the past, first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD)
simulations within the density functional theory (DFT) framework have been used to investigate the structure of liquid and
glassy B2 O3 from ambient to high-pressure conditions.5,15–19
However, the affordable system sizes and time scales are limited severely by the computational cost of these simulations.
Previous FPMD studies of B2 O3 have typically been restricted
to systems of about 150 atoms and trajectories of a few tens
of picoseconds. Unfortunately, such short simulations prevent
the structural reorganisation that is observed experimentally
as the liquid is cooled or as the glass is compressed. Thus,
less time demanding simulations based upon empirical force
fields are highly desirable as an alternative to FPMD.
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The modelling of g-B2 O3 using empirical force
fields6,7,13,19–40 was initiated four decades ago,20,21 but
it has also proved challenging and remains a topical subject.19
Although the ambient glass structure has been firmly established from experiment, showing that all boron atoms are
three-fold coordinated with a high proportion of them (∼65–
80%) inside boroxol rings,41–43 all “quench-from-the-melt"
models of the glass obtained from molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations suffer from at least one of the following pitfalls:
the presence of defects (B4 ); a severe underestimation of the
proportion of boroxol rings; and/or densities (or bond angles
or structure factors) that are inconsistent with experiment.
These failures have been attributed to imperfections of the
force field and to the use of unrealistic quench rates in
the simulations (see Ref. 10 for a review of the merits and
weaknesses of the various models). Indeed, both aspects are
entangled, and are particularly acute in the case of B2 O3 .
In respect of the force field, it should be sufficiently accurate to be able to predict both (i) the formation of boroxol rings
(a many-body entity) and (ii) the ratio of B3 to B4 species
present in the glass. Not surprisingly, simulations using potentials restricted to pair interactions fail to produce boroxolring containing structures, although these rings are sometimes
observed in studies that employ higher-order (three- and up
to four-body) interactions.24,26,34 Oftentimes, the many-body
terms are incorporated via angular constraints19,26,30,31 in order to account for the directionality of the covalent bonds. Another issue is the atomic polarizability.13,34,40 It has been suggested that inter-atomic potentials should include terms accounting for the ring stabilisation energy, which is expected
from delocalized π-bonding.41 However, this effect can in
principle be captured implicitly through, e.g., polarizable or
coordination-dependant force fields.
An assessment of the force-field quality for g-B2 O3 , via
simulation of the liquid to glass transformation, is obscured
by incomplete equilibration. Experimentally, the fraction of
boroxol rings increases rapidly as the liquid is cooled and the
glass transition temperature Tg is approached,44,45 concomitant with a large increase in the viscosity. The equilibration
times approach or even exceed the duration of a simulation,
thus hindering to a large extent the structural changes observed experimentally. Because the formation of rings is entropically unfavorable,46 it is easier numerically to explore the
reverse transformation, i.e., ring dissolution, a strategy that we
shall adopt in the following work.
In this paper, we will consider classical force-fields for
systems of ions with full formal changes, which are carefully parameterized using the results from DFT calculations
on a series of crystal and/or glass configurations. Three
force fields are considered that were devised in previous studies that had different goals, aimed at investigating (i) the
temperature-induced transformations in the liquid,40 (ii) the
pressure-induced transformations in the glass,13 or (iii) the
concentration-induced transformations in binary and ternary
systems.47 The force fields belong to two different families of
ionic interaction models. The first is based on the polarizable
ion model (PIM), where polarization effects are included but
the ionic radii are fixed. The second is based on the aspher-

ical ion model (AIM) where, in addition to the polarization
degrees of freedom, an account of aspherical ion deformation
effects is included in the short-range repulsion term. In the
present work, we benchmark all three force fields within a
self-consistent framework, and extend the tests that were applied previously. The validity of the models is examined by
investigating the microscopic origins of the pressure-induced
transformations in g-B2 O3 , namely boroxol ring dissolution
and the transition from B3 to B4 species. Additional tests are
based on investigations of the crystal structures and nature of
the ambient pressure glass.
The results highlight the ingredients that are required to
capture subtle yet important many-body effects that are necessary to model accurately the structure of this challenging system. We also provide new evidence for the energetic origin of
boroxol rings.
II.

METHODS

A.

Interaction potentials

At the simplest level, the pairwise additive models generally used in classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
reproduce reasonably well the structure of many condensed
phase systems. In oxides, generalized forms of the BornHuggins-Mayer potential48–50 are commonly employed:51–53
VBHM = Vrep +VCoul +Vdisp
where Vrep =

∑ Ai j exp(−ai j ri j )

(1)

is a short-range repulsion

i< j

qi q j
describes the Coulomb interactions, and
ij
i< j r

term, VCoul = ∑

qi is the formal charge on ion i. The dispersion term Vdisp is
usually limited to the first two leading terms of the asymptotic
multipole expansion:
"
#
ij
ij
i j i j C6
i j i j C8
Vdisp = − ∑ f6 (r ) i j 6 + f8 (r ) i j 8 ,
(r )
(r )
i< j
where C6i j and C8i j are the dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrupole
dispersion coefficients, respectively. A correction for shortrange penetration is made using Tang-Toennies damping functions:54
ij ij

fni j (ri j ) = 1 − e−bn r

(binj ri j )k
.
k!
k=0
n

∑

(2)

The resulting simple potentials, in which the interactions
depend only on the distance between pairs of ions ri j , are insufficient to model the structure of B2 O3 . In fact, Madden
and co-workers used a series of ab initio calculations to show
that in many oxide materials it is necessary to take into account many-body effects in order to reproduce the structure,
as well as other properties of a system such as its vibrational
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modes.55–58 A series of models of increasing complexity were
thereby devised to account for these many-body effects.
In the PIM, the response of each ion to the presence of an
external field is included by attributing induced dipoles µi to
each ion i. This leads to an additional polarization component
to the interaction potential,
 i ij j
q r · µ i j i j  µi · ri j q j ji i j 
Vpol = ∑
g r −
g r
(ri j )3 D
(ri j )3 D
i< j

µi · µ j 3(ri j · µi )(ri j · µ j )
+ ij 3 −
(r )
(ri j )5
1
+ ∑ i | µi |2 ,
(3)
2α
i
where the first two terms describe charge-dipole interactions
and the last two terms describe dipole-dipole interactions.
Tang-Toennies functions54 are again used to account for shortrange effects in the charge-dipole interaction:
ij ij

giDj (ri j ) = 1 − ciDj e−bD r

(biDj ri j )k
∑ k! .
k=0

VPIM = VBHM +Vpol .

(1)

(2)

Sαβ =

ri j 2

and δαβ is the Kronecker delta.

∑

A−− exp(−a−− ρ i j )

∑

A++ exp(−a++ ρ i j )

i∈O, j∈O,i< j

+

i∈B, j∈B,i< j

 

+ ∑ D exp(β δ σ i ) + exp(−β δ σ i )
i∈O


 

+ exp(ζ 2 | ν i |2 ) − 1 + exp(η 2 | κ i |2 ) − 1

(9)

where
2

2

2

2

2

2

i
i
i
i
i
| κ i |2 = κxx
+ κyy
+ κzzi + 2(κxy
+ κxz
+ κyz
)

(10)

and the total AIM potential is given by
VAIM = Vasph +VCoul +Vdisp +Vpol .

(11)

It is worth noting that no quadrupolar terms were included
in Vpol because they did not improve the accuracy of the force
field (as measured through the fitting procedure described below), and because they often lead to reduced stability of simulations at high temperatures (frequent “polarization catastrophes”, i.e. numerical instabilities leading to non-physical
overpolarisation, may occur62 ).

B.

Parameterization from DFT calculations

(5)

(2)

j
i
ρ i j = ri j − δ σ i − δ σ j − Sα (ναi − ναj ) − Sαβ (καβ
+ καβ
).
(6)
The scalar δ σ i represents the deviation of the radius of the ion
from its default value, while ν i and κ i are sets of three and
five variables that describe the dipolar and quadrupolar shape
distortion, respectively. S(1) and S(2) are the corresponding
interaction tensors:

rαi j
ri j
3rαi j rβi j

+

(4)

The AIM is representative of a more sophisticated class
of ionic interaction models, in which the repulsion term is
no longer represented by a single-variable analytical function
such as in the Born-Huggins-Mayer potential. Instead, additional degrees of freedom are attributed to the oxide ion, allowing it to breathe in an aspherical way, in response to its
changing nearest-neighbor environment.59–61 In practice, the
inter-particle distance in the pair-potential is replaced by the
variable quantity

(1)

i∈B, j∈O

n

In equation (3), the last term corresponds to the energy cost
of deforming the charge density of ion i of polarizability α i .
The induced dipoles are treated as additional degrees of freedom, which have to be determined self-consistently at each
step of the simulation. In our case, this is done by minimizing Vpol . The induced dipoles depend on the positions of all
the atoms such that the polarization term has a many-body
essence, despite the pairwise additive form of equation (3).
The total potential in the PIM is given by

Sα =

In the case of pure B2 O3 , the resulting repulsion potential
is given by:


Vasph = ∑ A+− exp(−a+− ρ i j ) + B+− exp(−b+− ρ i j )

The atomic or pairwise additive parameters in the PIM and
AIM all have a well-defined physical origin, and a methodology has been set-up to determine them from DFT calculations
alone.63,64 The procedure is the following:65
1. Generate a number Nc of typical condensed-phase configurations.
2. Perform DFT calculations on each of these configurations to:
(a) Determine the ground-state wavefunctions, which
give access to the first-principles force components FDFT .
(b) Find the localized Wannier functions, from which
the first-principles induced dipole components
µDFT are calculated.
3. Minimize the function χD2 with respect to the parameters of the polarization term (Vpol ) where

(7)
− δαβ

(8)

χD2 =

1
Nc

N

i

i

2

1 j | µDFT − µPIM/AIM |
∑ ∑
| µiDFT |2
j=1 N j i=1
Nc

and N j is the number of atoms in configuration j.

(12)
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FIG. 2. Estimation of the error made by the empirical interaction potentials in determining the force on each atom relative to the force given by
the reference DFT calculations. Left: Each block of data separated by vertical dashed lines corresponds to one of four different configurations,
where the first two configurations correspond to glassy systems of 100 atoms, and the second two configurations correspond to orthorhombic
super-cells for crystalline B2 O3 -I and B2 O3 -II. Right: The data sets sorted by decreasing value of χF2i .

4. Minimize the function χF2 with respect to the parameters
of the repulsion term (VBHM for the PIM or Vasph for the
AIM) where
χF2

1
=
Nc

i
i
2
N
1 j | FDFT − FPIM/AIM |
.
∑ ∑
| FiDFT |2
j=1 N j i=1
Nc

(13)

In the case of B2 O3 , the reference DFT calculations were performed using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation
energy.66 First, we determined the parameters of the AIM by
combining dipole-fitting and force-fitting for a set of four configurations that included the crystalline polymorphs B2 O3 -I
(ρ = 2.56 g cm−3 ) and B2 O3 -II (ρ = 3.11 g cm−3 ), and two
structures of glassy B2 O3 generated67 for the ambient conditions density ρ = 1.84 g cm−3 . Note that only the B2 O3 -II
configuration contained four-fold coordinated boron atoms.
The χD2 and χF2 values were 0.027 and 0.263, respectively,
which indicate good overall reproduction of the DFT reference data65 . (The different orders of magnitude for χD2 versus
χF2 reflect mostly the fact that the dipoles have a finite average value, whereas the magnitude of the forces is centered
around zero. The latter can lead to large differences for small
force values.) In attempting to fit the parameters of the PIM to
the same set of configurations, the difference with DFT gets
much larger and some parameters take unphysical values due
to large error compensations. However, by restricting the fit
to the two glassy configurations alone, we could get a more
well-behaved PIM potential, denoted by PIM–Fit 1 in the following. In order to gain a measure of the transferability of
this potential with respect to the AIM, χD2 and χF2 were also
calculated for the same set of four configurations: values of
0.031 and 0.499 were obtained, respectively.
Finally, a second PIM potential was fitted using a different
and larger set of 36 configurations, chosen from seven different compositions of borosilicates, including sodium- and
lithium-containing glasses. In these systems, the ratio of B3
to B4 species can be tuned by changing the alkali to boron oxide ratio. The derived model, denoted by PIM–Fit 2, has been

used recently for the study of Na2 O-B2 O3 -SiO2 glasses.47 In
its application to pure B2 O3 , the model delivers poorer performance (χD2 = 0.030 and χF2 = 0.890). However, we use it in
order to make a comparative assessment of the high-pressure
trends.
The dispersion parameters are the only terms that are not
determined from this fitting procedure. Indeed, the dispersion interaction is not accounted for well in standard GGA
DFT functionals.68–70 In consequence, this term was added
afterwards. Here, the O-O dispersion term was taken from
the work of Jahn et al.,61 but no dispersion terms were included for interactions involving the boron atom because of
its small polarizability. Values for all of the parameters used
in the AIM, PIM–Fit 1 and PIM-Fit 2 potentials are reported
in the Appendix.
In order to analyze further the error associated with each
of the models in respect to the DFT calculations, we calculated the parameter χF2i for each atom i of each configuration.
The results are given in Fig. 2, and show that the large average error of the two PIM potentials arises mostly from a few
atomic positions for which the error is very large (χF2i > 1,
sometimes reaching 10 for PIM–Fit 2). This contrasts with
the AIM potential, for which the errors are smaller and distributed uniformly, with only a few atomic positions for which
χF2i ≈ 1. The latter correspond mostly to atoms for which the
DFT force is very small, which leads to a large relative error.

C.

Simulations

The PIM–Fit 1, PIM–Fit 2 and AIM potentials were tested
using structural optimizations of the known crystals and MD
simulations of the glass. Part of the high-pressure investigation using the AIM potential is reported in Ref. 13. For
the glass, the initial configuration used for the MD simulations was the boroxol-ring rich (320 atom) model obtained in
Ref. 5, which gives a density and structure at ambient conditions that are fully consistent with experiments.
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FIG. 4. Neutron total structure factors SN (Q) for g-B2 O3 at three
different densities. The experimental data are from Ref. 13.
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FIG. 3. Volume dependence of the energy for the crystalline structures of B2 O3 -I and B2 O3 -II at 0 K from the PIM–Fit 1, PIM–Fit 2
and AIM potentials. The dashed (green) line is the common tangent
to the equilibrium curves.

A time step of 1 fs was used for all the simulations, and
the Coulomb and polarisation forces were calculated using the
Ewald summation method.63,71 Short runs (a few tens of ps)
in the NPT ensemble were performed at several target pressures. From the configurations obtained, simulations in the
NV T ensemble were performed for at least 1 ns. The pressures indicated throughout this paper are the average values
obtained from the NV T (i.e., constant density) runs. All of
the potentials used in this study reproduce very well the measured pressure dependence of the density over the entire pressure range of 0–9 GPa probed in the in-situ experiments of
Brazhkin et al.15 (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 13 for the AIM case).

III.

RESULTS

A.

The B3 to B4 transition

Capturing the B3 to B4 transition is a challenge for empirical potentials. For example, in studies of borosilicates
and related systems, where the transition is driven by compositional change, Kieu et al.72 had to adapt the force-field
parameters for each composition in order to reproduce the
measured speciation. In pure g-B2 O3 , even coordinationdependent potentials39,73 have so far failed to reproduce the
pressure threshold at which B4 species start to form13 (see below).

We first tested our PIM and AIM potentials using the polymorphs B2 O3 -I and B2 O3 -II that contain solely B3 and B4
species, respectively. The dependence of the energy E on
volume V was determined at 0 K by changing isotropically
the volume of the cell and optimizing the geometry of the
systems. The results are shown in Fig. 3. From these plots,
one can in principle extract (i) the equilibrium volume of both
crystals, and (ii) the transition pressure at zero temperature
(given by minus the gradient of the common tangent to the two
E(V ) curves).74 While it is clear that all three potentials yield
similar E(V ) relationships for the B2 O3 -I crystal, marked differences are observed for the B2 O3 -II crystal. First, the PIM–
Fit 1 potential is unable to stabilize the B2 O3 -II structure, i.e.,
an equilibrium configuration could not be obtained. This feature reflects the fact that the potential was fitted using configurations with B3 units alone, i.e., the parameters are unrepresentative of the interactions involving B4 (tetrahedral) units.
In contrast, the PIM–Fit 2 potential over-stabilizes B2 O3 -II: it
has a lower energy than B2 O3 -I, implying that the latter would
be stable only at negative pressure. This feature reflects a tendency to over-stabilize B4 relative to B3 units. By contrast,
the AIM gives the only potential for which the E(V ) plots are
consistent with both DFT and experiments: while it underestimates the equilibrium volume of both crystals by 3 %, which
is comparable to the accuracy of the DFT calculations, the
predicted transition pressure is 1.7 GPa, in good agreement
with DFT (∼3 GPa)75 and experiments (∼2 GPa).76
We now turn to the pressure-induced B3 to B4 transition
in the glass. As a first test of the quality of the potentials,
the neutron structure factor SN (Q) was computed from the
MD configurations (see Ref. 13 for details), where Q denotes
the magnitude of the scattering vector. The results are compared to measured neutron diffraction data in Fig. 4. Data
sets are reported for three different densities, which correspond experimentally to ambient pressure (ρ = 1.8 g cm−3 ),
a high-pressure state before the appearance of B4 units (ρ =
2.4 g cm−3 ), and a high-pressure state for which half of the B3
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FIG. 5. Pressure dependence of the mean B-O coordination number n̄O
B in g-B2 O3 at ambient temperature predicted by the PIM–
Fit 1, PIM–Fit 2 and AIM potentials. The experimental results (open
symbols) are from Refs. 13–15. The other MD results are from
FPMD [dashed (orange) curve15 ] or from empirical force-field models [chained (purple) curve39 and solid (blue) curve73 ].

FIG. 6. Density dependence of the first peak in the B-O partial pairdistribution function gBO (r) for g-B2 O3 obtained for the AIM potential. Inset: Density dependence of the mean distance between a
boron atom B and center C of the plane formed by its three oxygen
neighbors in a BO3 unit.

units have been converted into B4 tetrahedra (ρ = 2.7 g cm−3 ).
For each condition, the PIM–Fit 1 and AIM potentials yield
structure factors in good agreement with experiment. In comparison, the PIM–Fit 2 potential leads to discrepancies with
experiment that are particularly marked at the lowest density:
the intensity of the first peak in SN (Q) is too low (reflecting an
incorrect reproduction of the medium-range order) and there
is a small mismatch in phase at larger Q values. The agreement with experiment tends to improve, however, at higher
glass density.
A more stringent test of the potentials is provided by comparing the predicted pressure dependence of the boron-oxygen
coordination number, n̄O
B , with the results obtained from different experimental techniques, namely neutron diffraction,13
x-ray diffraction15 and inelastic x-ray scattering.14 As shown
in Fig. 5, the potentials yield very different trends at pressures
above 3 GPa. It is clear that the PIM–Fit 1 potential is unable
to reproduce the B3 to B4 transition within the relevant pressure range. This failure is reminiscent of that obtained from all
former classical force-fields in the literature.39,73 In contrast,
the PIM–Fit 2 and AIM potentials show unprecedented improvement, with values compatible with experiments at pressures up to 10 GPa, and falling in between the experimental
and DFT-based MD results15 above 10 GPa. In the case of the
PIM–Fit 2 potential, however, the threshold for the transition
pressure is seemingly too low, in line with the pitfalls already
evidenced in the crystalline tests, namely over-stabilization of
B4 units.
Thus, it can be concluded from these first tests that PIM–
Fit 1 provides a reasonable model for low-density conditions
but fails for high-density conditions, while the situation is reversed for PIM–Fit 2. The AIM provides the only transferable
potential over the whole pressure range.

In order to understand this observation, we analyzed in further detail the structural changes that occur during the B3 to B4
transition. Figure 6 shows the first peak of the boron-oxygen
partial pair-distribution function, gBO (r), for the AIM potential at various densities. Up to a density of 2.4 g cm−3 , i.e.,
before the formation of B4 units, the peak shape is essentially
the same (the decrease of intensity results from a renormalization effect as the density increases). At larger densities (red
curves in Fig. 6), a broad shoulder appears at 1.45–1.65 Å,
showing the entrance of a fourth oxygen atom into the first coordination shell. This finding points to the pressure-induced
formation of asymmetrical B4 units, in keeping with the observations made in neutron diffraction experiments.13 Distorted
B4 units are also found in crystalline B2 O3 -II, where the BO bond lengths vary between 1.37 and 1.51 Å.3 In comparison, the tetrahedral units are symmetrical in glassy silica and
germania at ambient conditions, and there is only one Si-O
distance for α-quartz (1.62 Å).77 Another interesting effect
of densification is the progressive deformation of planarity of
the BO3 units. As shown first by DFT-based MD,17 and later
confirmed by in situ nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments,78 the transition state between B3 and B4 is characterized by a small deviation of the boron atom from the center
(C) of the plane formed by its three oxygen neighbors. The
AIM captures well this behavior, as shown by the variation
with density of the average B-C distance dBC (inset to Fig. 6).
Such complex structural changes are hard to capture by
simpler force fields, pointing to a possible reason for the failure of previous simulations to reproduce the B3 to B4 transition within the correct pressure range. Indeed, important
ingredients of the AIM are the oxide ion breathing and deformation effects, which are included in the short-range repulsion term. In order to investigate further the impact of these
effects, we calculated the pairwise repulsion forces between
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FIG. 7. Dependence of the repulsive force between all B-O firstneighbor pairs on the B-O distance rBO . The data sets correspond to
single configurations of g-B2 O3 at two different densities and to the
crystalline polymorphs B2 O3 -I and B2 O3 -II. The solid curves show
the BHM component VBHM of the potentials corresponding to PIM–
Fit 1 and PIM–Fit 2.

all nearest-neighbor B-O pairs in several configurations. Note
that this is easily done despite the many-body nature of the
AIM potential, because the ground-state values for all degrees
of freedom were accumulated at each time step.
The results are shown Fig. 7 for two configurations of gB2 O3 , with densities of 1.8 g cm−3 and 2.9 g cm−3 , and
for the two crystalline polymorphs. The solid lines show
the BHM component VBHM of the potentials corresponding to
PIM–Fit 1 and PIM–Fit 2. We see immediately that the BHM
components handle well the interaction for B-O pairs at either smaller distances (PIM–Fit 1) or at larger distances in the
range 1.4–1.6 Å where the fourth oxygen ion is located (PIM–
Fit 2), but neither of them is accurate over the entire range of
distances. In the AIM, the fourth oxide ion is accommodated
into the boron first-neighbor shell through a reduction in the
effective radii of the oxide ions. Empirically, if the coordination polyhedra are assumed to be regular polyhedra with
touching oxygen atoms, then the measured change in the B-O
bond length in g-B2 O3 from 1.35 Å at ambient pressure (B3 )
to 1.42 Å at 17.5 GPa (B4 )13 gives a reduction of '0.01 Å in
the oxygen radius.79
We note that some potentials should be able to capture these
effects by fitting effectively all possible coordination environments (the family of reactive force-fields),80 although we
are not aware of any attempt to model B2 O3 within such a
scheme. In the present work, the breathing and deformation
effects mark the response of the ions to their changing environment, which does not need further parametrization. This
feature shows that the AIM contains the correct physical ingredients for modeling B2 O3 .

FIG. 8. The density dependence of the proportion of boron atoms
in boroxol rings, f , in g-B2 O3 . The experimental data12,81,82 correspond to ex-situ experiments, and were obtained either from quenchfrom-the-melt (under pressure)12,81 or from pressure-compacted (at a
temperature below Tg )82 glasses. The pressures used to compress the
samples12,81,82 were converted into densities using Fig. 1 of Ref. 13.
The Raman experiments82 probe the proportion of oxygen atoms in
boroxol rings, fO , which is here converted85 to the proportion of
boron atoms in boroxol rings using f = fO × 1.5.

B.

Boroxol rings in the glass

As discussed in Sec. I, boroxol rings are a key feature in the
structure of g-B2 O3 , and their prevalence is commonly enumerated in terms of the proportion f of boron atoms involved
in boroxol rings. At ambient conditions, f is in the range 65–
80%.41–43 Quantitative accounts of the pressure dependence
of f are scarce,12,81,82 but consistently show a reduction of f
with increasing pressure, as expected from the ring’s low compacity. The pressure at which boroxol rings fully disappear ( f
= 0) is reported to be around 11–14 GPa,11,83 corresponding
to a density of 2.8–3.0 g cm−3 . Figure 8 compares the predictions of the models84 with the measured trend. The failure of
PIM–Fit 2 is patently obvious, and accompanies its poor description of the structure factor SN (Q) at low density (Fig. 4).
The repulsive part of this potential is too strong, which impedes the stabilization of planar six-membered rings. The
other two potentials provide the correct trend and are in good
agreement with the available experiments, although some caution is required in making this comparison. The experimental results were obtained from ex-situ experiments for which
the effects of structural relaxation are unknown. The glasses
were obtained either by quenching from the melt under pressure12,81 or by pressure-compaction at a temperature below
Tg ,82 and were then recovered to ambient conditions where
the measurements were made.
Finally, we investigated the physical origin of the boroxol
ring stability. This issue has been addressed in the past by
Maranas et al.,34 who pinpointed the polarization term in their
potential as leading to an energy for boroxol rings that is
slightly lower with respect to non-ring units. Here, we deter-
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We have shown that the intriguing structural features of
B2 O3 result from a subtle balance between the various interionic interactions. In particular, the quality and transferability of the potentials that we have derived is ascribed to the
inclusion of crucial many-body characteristics, namely (i) the
ability for an oxide ion to “breathe” and deform, an important
feature for accurately reproducing the B3 to B4 transition under pressure, and (ii) the polarizability of the oxide ion, which
is at the origin of boroxol ring stability.
Our AIM potential delivers almost the same accuracy as
state-of-the-art DFT but at a fraction of its computational cost.
It therefore represents a significant step forward for investigating various structural problems. In particular, when used
in conjunction with enhanced sampling techniques,87 it could
allow for an accurate exploration of the relatively unknown
B2 O3 phase-diagram and/or the approach of the liquid to the
glass transition.
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FIG. 9. Variation of the boroxol ring stabilization energy with the polarizability of the oxide ion as calculated within the framework of the
AIM. The red asterisk indicates the AIM polarizability as obtained
originally from fitting the DFT data.

mine the boroxol-ring stabilization energy (BSE) for a given
potential in the following way. First, we computed the energy
(at 0 K) for a large set of glassy configurations with different
proportions of boroxol rings ranging from f = 0 to 75 % (all
energies were acquired at fixed density, 1.84 g cm−3 ). Second,
we plotted the energies obtained as a function of f and found
a linear anti-correlation: the more rings in a given configuration the lower its energy (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 5 for an example). Third, we extract the BSE from the slope of this graph.
We obtained BSE values of −11.4 kcal (mol boroxol)−1 and
−5.8 kcal (mol boroxol)−1 for the PIM–Fit 1 and AIM potentials, respectively.86 These values encompass reasonably well
the experimental estimate of −6.4 kcal (mol boroxol)−1 , indirectly derived from Raman measurements.44
To gain further evidence on the crucial role of polarization,
we performed “numerical experiments” in which the oxide ion
polarizability αO is varied, keeping all of the other parameters
constant. The BSE was then determined for each of the modified force-fields. Figure 9 shows the evolution of the BSE
with αO for the AIM potential. The larger the polarizability, the smaller the BSE, i.e., the greater the stability of the
boroxol rings. When the polarization is turned off (αO = 0),
the presence of boroxol rings increases the system energy by
51.4 kcal (mol boroxol)−1 : running a simulation of a glass
would rapidly lead to the destruction of the initial rings. As
the magnitude of the polarizability is increased, ring stability
sets in for αO ≥ 1.1 Å3 . A similar trend is observed for a similar change of αO for the PIM potentials. We recently exploited
this relationship between BSE and polarizability in a study
of the liquid-glass transformation:40 by artificially increasing
αO in the PIM–Fit 1 potential to compensate for the limited
MD equilibration time, low temperature structures with large
amounts of boroxol rings were obtained.
We conclude that polarizability, an implicit many-body effect, is an essential physical ingredient in any potential aimed
at reproducing the formation of boroxol rings, and thus the
intermediate-range structure in g-B2 O3 .

CONCLUSION
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Appendix: Parameters used in the AIM, PIM–Fit 1 and
PIM–Fit 2 potentials
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TABLE I. Parameters used in the AIM potential for B2 O3 , where all values are in atomic units.
A++
A+−
b+−
D
C6−−
−−
b−−
6 = b8
η

62.630
15.798
2.1152
25.4
2.000
7.4572

a++
a+−
b−−
D
C6+− = C8+−
D
αO

3.9720
1.5465
2.6858
0.0
0.6981
8.7893

A−−
B+−
c+−
D
C8−−
β
qB

2,227.6
34,636
1.2479
491.6
1.8973
+3

a−−
b+−
c−−
D
C6++ = C8++
ζ
qO

2.6105
4.8366
2.5455
0.0
1.6230
−2

TABLE II. Parameters used in the PIM–Fit 1 potential for B2 O3 , where all values are in atomic units.
A+−
A++
b+−
D
C6−−
−−
b−−
6 = b8

23.956
1,015
2.372
25.4
1.000

a+−
a++
b−−
D
C6+− = C8+−
αO

1.7204
6.467
2.955
0.0
6.342

A−−

464.06

a−−

2.6576

c+−
D
C8−−
qB

1.365
491.6
+3

c−−
D
C6++ = C8++
qO

2.8905
0.0
−2

TABLE III. Parameters used in the PIM–Fit 2 potential for B2 O3 , where all values are in atomic units. Cations interact solely via their strongly
repulsive Coulomb interaction.
A+−
b+−
D
C6−−
−−
b−−
6 = b8

31.209
2.0564
22.186
1.400

a+−
b−−
D
C6+− = C8+−
αO

1.8466
2.975
0.0
9.868

A−−
c+−
D
C8−−
qB

201.66
1.2172
426.65
+3

a−−
c−−
D
C6++ = C8++
qO

2.2121
3.3595
0.0
−2
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